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CASE STUDY

“We know very well that by washing hands after using toilet, before and 
after taking meals, along with other household chores, so many types of 
water borne diseases can be prevented from spreading. After getting 
involved with the Hand Washing Project, which is being implemented by 
MOMODa FOUNDATION, we are now very habituated to wash hands regu-
larly after the toilet use and before and after taking meals. MOMODa FOUN-
DATION hygiene team trained us how and why to wash our hands”-said 
Renu Akter.
Renu Akter  a 30-year-old woman, is a participant of Hand Washing in 
Bangladesh (HIB) project. The project is being funded by National Graduate 
Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS). This is an experimental intervention  
jointly conducted by Dr. Abu Shonchoy, Dr. Resmaan Hussam, and Dr. 
Chikako Yamauchi. The intervention is intended to employ mobile 
phone-based platform to enable people to watch digital contents of 
hygiene related awareness information, directly on their mobile phones-in 
the form of cartoons, adverts, dramas and clips.
Renu Akter is a housewife who lives with her husband and two children at 
Jelal Para village of Gaibandha District. Her husband is a rickshaw puller 
whose income never exceeds their daily needs. To assist her family, Renu 
also started tailoring at home and makes a �nancial contribution to the 
family.
Her family members are now well-informed about hygiene related informa-
tion. She looks around her community and �nds very few people are aware 

about the proper hygiene practices. “From my understanding, for hand washing to be e�ective, it needs to be practiced consis-
tently and thoroughly. People around me have access to soap and water, and know how to wash their hands, but many still do 
not do it properly, timely, and consistently which makes them susceptible to water borne diseases.”
When she came to learn about the hygiene practices through the project, her family members abandoned usual hygiene 
habits like using only water, ash or soil and hands rubbing on the ground. Also, they were reluctant to use soap after using 
toilets and before and after taking meals which results in frequent attack of diarrheal diseases, common cold, in�uenza and 
other water borne diseases. When she was enlisted as our eligible participants, a censor equipped soap dispenser was handed 
over which can log dispenser use and a Mobile handset, also with a custom made software installed to track video watching 
habit, to enable them to view digital contents of hygiene related awareness information. After being familiar with the newly 
promoted hygiene practices, her family gets used to adhere with the promoted hygiene habits. They are now less likely a�ect-
ed by aforementioned diseases and lives healthy life compared to the earlier state when they were familiar traditional hygiene 
practices. 
“Before involving ourselves with the project, my husband could not perform his regular job, rickshaw pulling, due to illness. 
Also, other family members were very much prone to illness due to use of unhygienic practice of hand washing. Such mea-
sures can really help to get rid of health related inconvenience and also prevent wide range of serious infectious diseases like 
diarrheal and other water borne diseases. Inadequate hand washing also contaminates food and contributes to food related 
illness.”
She also built a sanitary latrine by taking a loan from a micro-credit institution. She learned by watching video contents on the 
mobile phone that without having a sanitary latrine the proper hygiene cannot be ensured. To establish a latrine, she asked for 
a loan and received from ASA, a micro-credit institution in Bangladesh. She is also very close to make full repayment. The 
latrine is well equipped by water jar, soap dispenser with liquid soap, and other required sta�s. She acknowledges that with 
the help of this project, “we got the opportunity to learn about hygiene practices whereas poor people like us have a very 
limited knowledge of proper hygiene practices.” 

The hygiene habits can be formed with the use of audio-visual media under mobile platform: 
A Case Discussion
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To increase standards of living in the long-term, poor house-
holds require �nancial products that are attractive, accessible, 
and strike the right balance between �exibility and constraint. 
Digital credit o�ers a novel platform for such products and 
broader �nancial inclusion. To explore how the digital credit 
stimulates �nancial inclusion and impacts household welfare, 
Travis Lybbert et al., 2017 conducted a study among unbanked 
Haitians. To know more about the study click here

The resurgence of violent con�ict in recent years has caused 
immense human su�ering, at enormous social and economic 
cost. Violent con�icts today have become complex and 
protracted, involving more non-state groups and regional and 
international actors. Grounded in a shared commitment to this 
agenda, Pathways for Peace: Inclusive Approaches to Prevent-
ing Violent Con�ict is a joint United Nations and World Bank 
study that looks at how development processes can better 
interact with diplomacy and mediation, security and other 
tools to prevent con�ict from becoming violent. To know more 
about this research Click Here

Nano-Loans and CDR-Based Credit Scores: A Gateway to 
Financial Inclusion for Unbanked Haitians?

Pathways for Peace : Inclusive Approaches to Preventing 
Violent Con�ict

The grand opening of the new o�ce space of MOMODa FOUNDATION at 
Gaibandha has happened recently. The o�ce was shifted to new place on 
March, 2018 from its former location. The occasion was adorned with the pres-
ence of the foundation’s research team.  The inaugural started on Thursday, 1 
March morning with the recitation from holy books and national anthem with 
the presence of o�ce sta�s and guests from a�liated institutions. On the occa-
sion, Mohammad Helal Uddin co-founder and Organizing Secretary of 
MOMODa FOUNDATION said, “Our new o�ce will extend the opportunity to 
work in a nice environment with required facilities”.  

Dr. Simon Quinn together with Dr. Abu Shonchoy visits MOMODa FOUNDATION Gaibandha O�ce

The research team overviews the online freelancing project in Gaibandha
The research team including Dr. Simon Quinn, Dr. Abu Shonchoy and Muham-
mad Meki visited the project site in Gaiabndha. On Monday noon, April 9, 2018 
the research team visited GUK Institute of Engineering and Technology where an 
online freelancing training is ongoing under the project named ‘Skin in the 
Game: Microequity and Mentorship for Online Freelancing based Micro-entre-
preneurs in Bangladesh’. This is an experimental intervention which is being 
jointly conducted by Dr. Abu Shonchoy (with Dr. Simon Quinn, Mehrab Bakhtiar 
and Muhammad Meki). The research team talked with both trainers and trainees 
separately. To know about the future prospects and challenges, trainees were 
asked about their motivation and the area of interest on di�erent aspects of 
online freelancing. The research team also observed the individual progress and 
asked to show further their accomplished project. 

The inaugural of MOMODa FOUNDATION Gaibandha O�ce

Dr. Simon Quinn of Oxford University together with Dr. Abu Shonchoy of New 
York University and Muhammad Meki, PhD candidate at the Oxford University 
has recently visited MOMODa FOUNDATION Gaibandha o�ce. The FOUNDA-
TION research team welcomed the guests on Monday evening, April 9, 2018 
with a bouquet. A Dinner was also organized in honor of Dr. Simon Quinn. On 
the occasion, Dr. Simon shared his research interests with the research team 
and asked about the prospects and challenges of �eld survey. 

http://www.digitalcreditobservatory.org/nano-loans-and-cdr-based-credit-scores-a-gateway-to-financial-inclusion-for-unbanked-haitians.html
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/28337

